Abstract. This paper presents two sequent calculi, requiring no clausal form for types, whose typable terms are in 1-1 correspondence with the normal terms of the -and -calculi. Such sequent calculi allow no permutations in the order in which inference rules occur on derivations of typable terms and are thus appropriate for proof search. In these calculi proof search can be performed in a root-rst fashion and type conversions are solely required in axiom formation.
1 The -calculus
The -calculus 6, 9] is a theory extending the simply typed -calculus 1] with rst-order -types, i.e. with dependent types. It is the type system of the Edinburgh Logical Framework (LF) 6], a logic for presenting logics, and it is the basis of Elf 7, 8] , a language giving to types an operational interpretation similar to that given to formulae in logic programming. The -calculus essentially corresponds to the P system of the -cube 1] and it is also closely related to the -fragment of AUTPI 2] . We follow 9] (p. 315) for the inference rules for these judgments. See also 9] (p. 313) for the basic meta-theory of the -calculus. For each category of expressions: a -normal form is an expression containing no -redexes, i.e. containing no subexpressions of the form ( x : A:N 1 )N 2 ; the conversion relation on expressions, written as = , is the congruence closure of the one step -reduction; each expression e is -convertible to a unique -normal form e. We say that types a term N when, for some type A, context ? and signature , ?` N : A is derivable.
In this paper we address the proof search problem for : the problem of, given a signature , a context ? and a type A, nding all the -normal terms N such that ?` N : A is derivable in . The -calculus is not a good basis for solving this problem: it does not have the immediate subformula property (in the rule E for term judgments, types (formulae) occurring in the premisses might not occur as immediate subformulae of a formula in the conclusion); it allows the typing of non--normal terms; and, owing to the presence of the rule conv, permutations of inference rules in derivations of typable terms (at the level of term judgments) are allowed, even for -normal terms. We propose instead the sequent calculus as a basis for proof search in the -calculus. The calculus , for which the immediate subformula property holds, types a set of terms that is in 1-1 correspondence with the set of -normal terms typable in and each term typable in admits (at the level of term judgments) no permutations of inference rules in its derivations.
In order to show adequacy of for the -normal terms of , we rst develop the intermediate natural deduction calculus . , which does not have the immediate subformula property but types exactly the typable -normal terms of by means of derivations allowing no permutations of inference rules. Then, by using the notation in 4] for a sequent calculus, having origins in 5] and deriving exactly the normal natural deductions of rst-order intuitionistic logic, we arrive at the sequent calculus , for which the immediate subformula property holds. The typable long -normal terms of (as de ned in 6]) can be captured by imposing a simple constraint in one of the rules of . ; a sequent calculus for typing them can be obtained by similarly constraining one of the rules of . The ideas used in devising the calculus can be extended to richer type theories. Considering the natural deduction system , an extension of with -types essentially corresponding to the calculus presented in 7] , and applying techniques similar to those involved in developing , we obtain the sequent calculus which constitutes a good basis to search for the typable normal terms of . Lemma 1 shows completeness of a class of derivations for main judgments, where the use of the rule conv is constrained. Roughly, the rule conv need not be used immediately below introduction steps (instances of I ) nor need it be used immediately above elimination steps (instances of E).
A The proof search problem for can now be stated as the problem of, given a signature , a context ? and a type A, nding all M-terms such that ? =) M : A is -derivable. A similar result may be obtained when -normal terms are replaced by long -normal terms and in the calculus the constraint of allowing only atomic types as the main types of select rules (sel s and sel c ) is imposed. A method to search for all M-terms such that ? =) M : A isderivable can be guided by the structure of A: the rule R is used to decompose A into a type A 1 (which needs to be atomic if select rules require atomic types as main types); then a type A 2 is selected either from the signature or from the context and a search focused on A 2 is started (i.e., by repeatedly applying L to A 2 and the type subformulae generated from A 2 ) for an inhabited type convertible to A 1 . 4 The Natural Deduction Calculi and .
The calculus essentially corresponds to the -calculus of 8]. The class of types A of includes all types of and allows types of the form x:A:A called sigma types. The unessential di erence between and is that in the latter calculus the constructor of type families is not considered. We have an overloaded use of A for the types of and for the types of ; however at any use of A it should be clear which class of types we want to refer to. A similar overloading is used for the other categories of expressions.
The terms N of are those of together with the new forms (N; N), fst(N) and snd(N) of terms. A -term of the form fst( (N 1 ; N 2 ) ) or of the form snd( (N 1 ; N 2 ) ) is called a -redex. For the categories of terms, types and kinds: a -normal form is an expression containing no -redexes and noredexes; the conversion relation on expressions, written as = , is the congruence closure of the one step -reduction; each expression e is -convertible to a unique -normal form e.
The forms of judgment of are the same as in (where the classes of -objects are viewed as the corresponding classes of -expressions). The inference rules of are obtained from the inference rules of by: adding the rules in Fig. 4 (for well-formed sigma types and for typable terms of the new forms) and replacing the conversion rule so that it allows for -convertibility. The forms of judgment of . are the same as those of . . The rules for deriving them are those of . with the following exceptions: the ruletype in Fig. 4 is allowed; the rule switch of . is replaced by the new rule switch in Fig. 5 , which allows for -convertibility instead of allowing solelyconvertibility; and the other rules in Fig. 5 for N Extending notation used in 4] for a sequent calculus capturing the rst-order intuitionistic normal deductions, based on the work of Herbelin 5] whose motivation was a type system with good normalisation properties for -terms with explicit substitutions, we have devised sequent calculi for the typable normal forms of the dependent type theories and . These sequent calculi are such that permutations in the order of inference rules in derivations changeterm extracts and thus constitute good bases for proof search in and . We conjecture that these ideas extend to type theories allowing weak -types (as opposed to the strong -types used in ) and sum types (as for example in theories presented in 13, 12] ) by following techniques similar to those in 4] for dealing with existential quanti ers and disjunction.
Pym and Wallen address in 9] the proof search problem of . They base their investigations on a sequent calculus L complete for the typable normal terms of . This calculus L is then re ned in two ways: i) indeterminates are introduced to cope with the choice of terms in the rule L, leading to the calulus U; ii) U's search space is quotiented by observing that some permutations in its derivations leave unchanged their -term extract and thus, when searching for typable terms, it su ces to nd a representative of each of the classes so generated. Our sequent calculus allows no permutations: any permutation in the inferences of a -derivation changes the -term extract.
In 10, 11] Pym proposes two resolution calculi for proof search in . Each of these calculi, besides rule I, allows a resolution rule (the resolution rule in one of the calculi being a particular case of the other resolution rule) that essentially combines instances of E and axioms. These calculi deal only with types in clausal form and their completeness relies on the fact that all types can be put into such clausal form. The ideas employed in developing these calculi fall short when the theories considered allow types that cannot be put in the required clausal form.
Using uni cation and resolution ideas, Dowek in 3] presents a method to nd all typable long -normal terms of the -cube type systems, and in particular those of P, a calculus essentially corresponding to . Again this method requires the types to be in a clausal form which makes its extension to other theories problematic.
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